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2008 Exiss Event XT 3H GN

3’ Sierra Prestige Solid Hickory LQ 8’X27’X7’6” Tall ,
6’ Slide Out, 4,000 Onan Generator, 2 Mangers

Sale Price $44,900.00

2005 Featherlite 3H GN

8’X27’X7’6”, 14’ Prestige Oak LQ, Sit-Dwn Radius
Shower, 2 Mangers, Mint Condition

Sale Price $37,500.00

2006 4 Star 3H GN

4’ to 8’ Weekender 7’6”X18’X7’, AC, Furnace,
Side Tack, Swing Out Saddle Rack, Mangers

Sale Price· $22,500
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2005 Sundowner 727 3H GN

2014 Bison 4H GN

8’X30’X71/2’ Tall, 4H w/12Ft. LQ, 6’ Slide Out,
Shower, Stool, AC, Furnace, Walk Thru Door

727 GN 8’x27’x8’ 3H w/12’6” LQ, 6’ Slide Out, 2
Mangers, Dbl. Rear Doors, Padded Dividers

Sale Price· $39,500.00

Sale Price· $37,500.00

2006 Exiss 3H GN

2009 Bison Stratus 3H GN
w/8’ LQ 8’X22’X7’6” 6’ Slide Out, Full LQ Drop
Dwn Feed Doors & 2 Mangers

7’X22’X7’ Sport 3 Horse w/8’ LQ, Hydraulic Jack,
Awning, Sofa, AC, One Owner, Mint Condition.

Sale Price· $31,500.00

Sale Price· $27,500.00

2004 Sundowner 4H GN

1998 Featherlite Stock GN

Sale Price· $21,900.00

Sale Price· $12,900.00

7’X24’X7’ Sunlite 727, 6FT LQ-Bath, Escape Door 7’X24’X6’6” Tall, One Slam Latch Center Gate w/Half
Slider Set 12’ From Back One Added Center Gate
w/ Drop Down Feed Doors, Double Rear Doors
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Gathering of Friends
at the Black Hills
Stock Show
Have you ever gone several hundred
miles to see a friend or two?
I have and will again, if given the good fortune to be able to. That
is what happens when I go to and work at the BHSS. We have traveled the 500 miles to get to Rapid City South Dakota many times
before but the anticipation of meeting up with old friends and making new ones was very present this year. Maybe it was because I
was not able to travel as much as I usually do lately, due to time
constraints, that I was excited to go this year.
My expectations were met, in full, by the event and our presence
as a vendor in the Stallion Row and horse sale. The show was
well attended and the sale went very well. The top gelding sold
for $35,000 and they sold 96 head of geldings for an average of
$9,328.13. The top mare went for $30,000 with 28 mares selling
for an average of $9,557.14 giving 2016 a very good start for good
horses.
I went a day earlier than usual and stayed a day later, specifically to spend time at the shows, as well as eating and socializing
with the people that I enjoy and respect. We spent time, analyzing
horses and solving the worlds problems. It is funny how a person
can find joy when a horse and rider do well in an event and empathize for them when it does not go according to plan. Sometimes
the countless hours of training and care come down to one crazy
cow that just will not cooperate. Oh well, welcome to the world of
showing horses.
A good friend of mine wrote an article for me based on, “if you
want to win a lot, you have to show a lot”. He has shown as a
professional for most of his life. He has countless trophies but way
more times when he did not receive anything.
I was reminded of this again when we witnessed a bad cow ruin
the ranch competition run of one of our own. She rode well and her
horse gave everything that it had, but the cow was a bit crazy. We
were all disappointed for her and knew how much time and effort
had gone into preparing for that five minute ride. It was neat to witness when the first person she wanted to talk to was her grandpa.
The next run was completely different and everything went as anticipated. And again she called grandpa right away from the galley,
as he was in the stands, to share her exhalation. What was rewarding for me, and the rest of us gathered there to watch, was that she
is in her twenties and loves her grandpa. They share a special bond
through the horses that he raises and she has trained. She earned
a first and a fourth on two horses in that class.
It is time to close for this issue but not before I say thank you
to those that allowed me to be a part of their lives at the BHHS.
There are too many to name but I hope that you know who you are.
You are all very special people and important to me. Whether it is
a past or present customer or a long time friend and associate,
thank you.
A special thanks to Allen and Cindy Taylor, of HorseShowWebcasts.
com, for sharing their booths with me, and the years of friendship.
They did an outstanding job webcasting the shows and sale. It is a
pleasure to be associated with them.
Until next time, may God bless you with great friends, fun shows,
and great horses.
Rahn Greimann,
Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
WWW.PERFORMANCEHORSEDIGEST.COM
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Complete Ground preparation in one pass
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Choose from 3 Different Syles:
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Comes in different sizes and options to fit your arena needs!

Now Accepting Orders Online
Mini Model with Tongue Option
Pro Model

(208) 722-5116

www.parmacompany.com
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Prepare to Ride
in the Hackamore
by Al Dunning

though the Californio was a fancy dresser,
each and every part of his ensemble had significance. Those spur chains, accompanied
by the slobber chains on the reins, jangled
as he rode, encouraging his mount to find a
good cadence and effectively cover ground.

If you’ve never before ridden with a mecate,
you’re probably wondering what to do with
the lead once you’re in the saddle. Here are
a few options for fastening the lead when
you’re horseback.

If modern riders consider their horses with
the same tenacity, they must acknowledge
the importance of every cue and every detail
in each piece of tack, from their headstalls
right down to their spurs. Surely then riders
today would become better listeners and, in
turn, better trainers than they are.

“Slow-riding” a horse builds his
confidence and gives him time to master
the basic skills that are the foundation
for advanced maneuvers.
There is much to be learned by watching.
Standing alongside an arena fence, observing riders school their mounts, often can
teach one something about himself. Some
riders appear hurried, others vexed, some
oblivious. Most stare at their horses’ heads
and do not see; the riders give commands
but never listen. Rare are the true horsemen, tuned-in heart and soul to the horses
beneath them.
If you have an opportunity to observe the
smooth orchestration of a real horseman
at work, it might just open your eyes to the
world of subtleties and silent communications that connect him to his mount. The
horse doesn’t speak with words, but the
horseman hears everything his mount has to
say. The horseman trains with all his senses, always one step ahead of the animal, in
a seamless conversation. No order is given
mindlessly, no action wasted. Very matterof-factly, the horseman stacks the cards in
his favor, artfully compelling the animal to
yield his power and do his rider’s bidding.
The vaqueros of old California lived in harmony with their horses, right down to the
details of their equipment. The dangling
spur chains under the heels of the vaquero’s
boots, for example, often are thought to have
been ornamental. But make no mistake; al-
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The horse is not an accessory, nor a servant,
but an asset, with athletic mastery infinitely
beyond that of most humans. His fierce yet
willing spirit calls to his rider’s very heart.
Thus, the horse is teacher to a willing student. Every good horseman studies his
horses, memorizes and learns their habits
until he knows those horses better than they
know themselves.

Prepare to Ride in the Hackamore
It is wise to incorporate the new with the familiar in any stage of horse training. When
you’re ready to ride your hackamore horse
for the first time, begin the session with
the groundwork to which he’s grown accustomed. By working him on the longe or
driving him, you allow your horse to get into
his comfort zone with a workmanlike outlook and a relaxed mind. After a few laps,
he can be ready for you to step aboard. Your
horse has been refreshed to the feeling of
the hackamore on his nose and is set up for
a successful, confidence-building first ride.

Or you can coil the lead into neat loops
to be tied to your saddle. Always
measure the proper length before you
secure the lead to the saddle, ensuring
a happy medium of sufficient slack in
the lead without excess draping. Flip the
coiled lead around so that the tail of the
lead faces forward, where it is less likely
to feed out slack as you ride.
Use your saddle strings to secure the
mecate lead. Take the latigo over and
around the coils.

Al Dunning is credited with
32
world-championship
and reserve-championship
titles. The knowledge and
passion he shares in his
clinics, videos, and lessons
have molded not only average
students, but also some
of today’s most successful
professional horse trainers.
Dunning’s ability to reach
people comes from his love
of horses and out of respect
to the mentors in his own life.
For more information go to
www.AlDunning.com

There are a couple different ways to
tie the mecate lead to the saddle when
riding. You can simply hitch the lead to
the horn.
WWW.PERFORMANCEHORSEDIGEST.COM
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2015 NCHA Futurity Open Finalist
and top 10, 2016 Abilene Spectacular 4YO Open
CR Gotcha Covered sired by Dualin Boon
owned by Center Ranch and ridden by Tarin Rice

2001 sorrel stallion ■ LTE $115,153 ■ HERDA N/N
(Dual Rey x Boon San Acre by Bob Acre Doc)
Nominated to NCHA Super Stakes

DUALINBOON

2016 Breeding Fee:
$2,000, includes chute fee,
shipped semen available
Special consideration given to proven mares
Owned by Jim Bilbrey ■ Cedar Creek Farm
Standing at Mowery Stallion Station
Weatherford, Texas ■ 817.596.4479
e-mail: marecare@earthlink.net
www.mowerycuttinghorses.com

Sire of talented, trainable foals
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STRESS.
IS YOUR HORSE READY?
PREPARE YOUR HORSE FOR THE STRESS OF COMPETITION
WITH LIFELINE® EQUINE PERFORMANCE SUPPLEMENTS.

LIFELINE Equine Performance Supplements are made with serum-based active ingredient BioThrive®, which contains important immune
factors, immunoglobulins and bioactive proteins.
Stress disrupts gut barrier function. A clinical study has shown that LIFELINE Equine supplements help maintain normal gut barrier function
and a healthy GI tract.
And that can help keep your horse ready for any challenge.
SEE RESULTS IN JUST 14 DAYS.

WatchThemThrive.com | 1.855.91.HORSE (46773)
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Dealer of Horse Panels, Gates, Round Pens, Equipment & Much
More! We also have a nice selection of hay nets and rings to make
feedings a breeze!

SPECIALIZING IN –
Horse Training • Lessons • Calf Roping • Team Roping

DAVID M. SLIPKA
OFFICE 651-408-8508
CELL
612-919-3559

NORTH ARENA & OFFICE
6175 Fawn Lake Dr NE
Stacy, MN 55079

WWW.ROCKINSRANCHDS.COM
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Getting Inside
Our Horses Head
by Monty Bruce

Do you ever feel like your horse is one step ahead
of you. He starts getting pushy or anticipating
moves before you ask, like he is doing the thinking and not listening to you. When you lead him
to his stall, turnout pen, round pen or arena he
pushes on you or tries to rush. When you ride
him he always leans towards or speeds towards
the barn. He anticipates or gets pushy in his lead
changes.

We lead our horse out of his stall and tie him up
at the same spot. We lead him out to the round
pen, lounge him to the left in circles, lounge him
to the right in circles, catch him and bring him out
to the arena, walk just inside the gate, step up
on our horse, lope a half dozen circles to the left,
change leads in the center of the arena and lope
to the right a half dozen times. Then we work on
our stops, we lope down the arena, stop 3/4 of
the way down the arena and
when we are done we walk
up to the gate, get off on the
left side of the horse, open
the gate and lead him back
to the barn to the same spot
we tied him up at.
Is it any wonder why he gets
pushy and ahead of us or
why when we take him some
where new he acts like he
doesn’t know anything.

Horses are creatures of habit. That has its advantages and disadvantages. The advantages obviously are that when they learn our cues and how
to perform maneuvers they will become solid,
consistent and dependable. The disadvantage is
that they can and will get into a certain routine
and they start to get ahead of us, push us and quit
thinking about what they are doing and just go
through the motions of doing, without a thought
of us at their side or on their back.
While performing maneuvers and responding to
cues automatically is what we want in a finished
horse, we still need to hold there attention and
focus and have them waiting on us to tell them
when, how, where and how fast or to what degree. Horses are large, powerful animals and we
must maintain there respect and attention, especially in their performance and training, to keep
things controlled and smooth.
I believe the root of this problem with our horse
is us, but most of us call it our horses problem.
Why? Because we to are creatures of habit. We
do things the same way, day after day, and in the
same way, under normal conditions.
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Routine is a good thing, but
I think it is very important
to get into our horses head
and keep them thinking and
focused on us. A good way
of doing this is to change
things up and stimulate their mind. We know what
routine does to us. We quit thinking too!
Have you ever been so used to taking a certain
exit off the freeway on the way home from work
everyday? One day you decide you need to run an
errand on the way home and the exit you need to
take is a few more down, but automatically, without thinking, when you get to your normal exit you
turn onto it.
When you are working with your horse, change
your habits, mix things up and do it often, espe-

cially if they get pushy, then you know it is time!
When you lead your horse out of the stall back
him back into it a couple of times. When I get
him out I might take a few steps forward, then
stop and back him a few steps. I like using a rope
halter while on the ground because when pressure is applied, the thin rope gets their attention
much better. While leading a horse, if I even feel
him push or try to get ahead of me I will stop and
back him vigorously. I might tie the horse up in a
different spot and saddle him from the right side.
When leading him to the round pen, turnout pen
or arena I might turn him around and back him
through the gate then walk him to the far side of
the pen and mount him from the wrong side.
Instead of loping him right off, sometimes I will
just walk around for 10 minutes. Changing leads
and stopping, I will so this in every different spot
in the pen, in straight lines, diagonals and sometimes setting them up like I’m going to ask, then
not asking. When I’m done I might back my horse
out of the gate or maybe I’ll unsaddle my horse
in the middle of the arena. The point is to keep
them thinking, focused and listening to you. By
changing things up, we keep their brain working
and active, which makes them more trainable and
less pushy. So, as you work with your horse, get
creative and keep him thinking!
Best of Luck to You and God Bless America!

Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants, and students have won numerous
World and Reserve championships and are continuing to succeed in the
show pen.
The Monty Bruce Training Center is a full service equine facility that
specializes in Reined Cow Horse, Reining, and the Performance Horse. The
Center strives to provide superior care and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.
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Finding the Right Trainer
for Your Horse
by Martha Josey

There is an old saying that says, “You can’t teach what you don’t know.”
How true this is in the horse world. You can buy a horse and work
with him hours a day, but his skill level will be limited to only what his
teacher knows. Once that skill level is reached, then it may be time to
look for a trainer if you want your horse’s performance to continue to
improve. How do you look for the right trainer?
Sometimes even accomplished riders hire someone else to work or
train their horses. Some horse owners may not have the time to dedicate to full training, so they will hire a trainer. Others would like a more
experienced rider to ride their horses for them. Whatever your reason
may be, hiring a trainer should be approached with much thought and
consideration.
Choosing the right trainer may be one of the most important decisions
any horseman can make. It can also be one that many people make for
the WRONG reasons.
“I saw this girl win,” says one barrel racer, “and I guess I just wanted
to win, too. I didn’t stop to find out how she did it…and I didn’t realize
until later that most of her horses only last her one season.”
“Another adds, “In my case I failed to understand just how long it takes
to go from an unbroken horse to a finished one. I am very satisfied with
my horse now. The trainer did a good job, but I wish I’d known just how
much time (and money) it would take to get to that point. “
“I wish I had a happy ending like that,” says still another horse owner.
“I picked out a prospect, took him to a trainer, and contracted with him
to keep him a set length of time. He did. And when the time was up, it
was evident that the horse had not been suited for the event we were
working him for. This was something the trainer had known for months,
but didn’t feel it was his place to tell me.“
All of these problems could have been avoided by simply investigating
the trainer thoroughly beforehand, clearly understanding the training
process, and by keeping a clear line of communication between trainer
and owner.
Most people decide to use services of a horse trainer because they
want a superior product, they feel that a professional will be able to do
a better job, or because they have run into problems trying to train the
horse themselves.

There is no real place to shop for a horse trainer other than searching
online or in magazine and classifieds advertising. Some may look very
impressive and have a beautiful website, but unfortunately, the best
web designer or ad writer may not be the best horse trainer.
It is usually best to do your own investigating. Look at other horses this
trainer has produced. Do they look like good performers? Do they look
sound with good minds? Talk to others who have used the trainer. Are
they satisfied? Do they feel that they got their money’s worth out of the
trainer’s training process?
Visit with the trainer. Look at the facility. Will you feel comfortable with
your horse being there? Make sure you tell the trainer what you have
in mind and what your expectations are, then ask for their honest assessment of the situation. How much time will be involved? Are you
welcome to come observe training sessions? Will the trainer devote
some time toward the end of the training stay to getting you and the
horse working together? Will he or she provide you with regular progress reports on the development of your horse? Also, make sure you
ask, What is the full cost of the training? Does that include feed? Which
veterinarian is used? If a vet is needed, are owners notified? Does your
training agreement involve the trainer hauling or showing the animal?
If so, what costs are involved?
Once you have found a trainer that you feel comfortable with, remember that your status as owner does not allow you to have free reign with
your trainer’s schedule. Most trainers work all day long riding horses.
At the end of the day, when the work is done and they are finally able
to relax, that should not have to spend their personal time on the phone
with the owners. Some owners even like to surprise the trainer by
showing up unexpectedly to check on the horse. They more often catch
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the trainer in the shower than mistreating a horse. Please respect the
trainer’s personal time.
The best advice is, once you decide upon a trainer, keep a professional,
respectful, open line of communication with him or her, just as you
expect from them. If problems arise with your horse or training, you
expect them to let you know, just as if you have a concern with some
aspect of the training process, you should be able to communicate and
discuss that concern with the trainer. Don’t hesitate to ask questions,
but be prepared to listen to the answers and act accordingly. You have
entered into a professional contract with the trainer and when it comes
down to it, both parties are expected to act professionally.
You can find many great inside horse training tips and advice on my
website: www.barrelracers.com. We are constantly updating videos to
not only help just barrel racers, but anyone who owns a horse. Also, my
new book, Run to Win with Me is a great reference guide that covers
prospecting for a horse, proper equipment and safety, training exercises, how to recognize warning signs of health issues and so many other
great subjects you should know as a horse owner. For more information, horse sales, products, or training questions, please call the Josey
Western Store at 903 935-5358.

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many
people. She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify
for the National Finals Rodeo in four consecutive
decades. She has the distinction of winning both the
AQHA and WPRA World Championships in the same
year. Her career has stretched, win-to-win, over four
decades. For more information, visit BarrelRacers.
com.
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How to Make Sure Your
New Year’s Goals Never Fail
by Barbra Schulte

Want to build in a guarantee
that your New Year’s goals will
succeed?
Step #1: Understand How
I believe that when we understand what truly
gets us going to take action, i.e., what really
motivates us … and we keep taking action,
then we stay engaged and excited. Instead of
bemoaning how bad we’ve been and somehow, some way, we need to be good again …
we can hop on our own personal successful
and riveting train … and stay on it.
As a little background, one of my favorite alltime books is “The Only Way to Win” by Jim
Loehr. Dr. Loehr is a long-time mentor of mine.
In this book he talks about three sources of
motivation that get and keep us all goin’!!!
A. The desire to have control over our own
lives and pursue our own dreams is a powerful
motivator for personal joy. So this year, when
you think about your goals, I invite you to
make sure they are truly your own. The more
honest you are with yourself about what you
LOVE … spiced with a commitment to courage
… the more fulfilled you will be.
B. The desire to keep reaching … to get better at something we love is also a powerful
internal motivator. We all want to keep growing and know we are improving. For those of
us who love horses, we have a magnificent

and fun partner to aid our pursuit to
keep reaching. So as you reflect on your
goals this year, think about what you
want to master in your riding. What skills
do you want to learn? When you make these
choices and choose your own path to get there
… you are on your way to feeling … and remaining … inspired.
C. The desire to grow our character is a third
and extremely powerful internal motivator.
What do I mean by this? When we pair our own
loves and passions with consciously seeking
to grow our capacity to have more fulfilling lives, i.e., become more grateful, more
thoughtful, more generous, more intentional,
more patient, more accepting, … we experience rich personal fulfillment. Again, our relationship with our horse gives us the freedom
to develop more of these character attributes.
Doing the same with human relationships is of
course primary as well. What can we give in
even the simplest ways to those around us?
When we set goals that include extending ourselves beyond ourselves … we grow and feel
fulfilled.

Step #2: Take Action

and how you want to do it. Then ask yourself, “Who am I becoming in my life with my
horse?”
To stay on fire with your goals, I invite you to
revisit your loves and pursuits of the heart
every day. Begin your day with enjoying the
reasons why you ride and what you want to
achieve. And then feel good about how you
are growing personally by your own measurements … not just by external parameters. This
practice will make your goals exciting and real
each day, instead of a one-time, theoretical
pie in the sky that you’ll never get to experience beyond New Year’s Day.
And here’s a fabulous spin off to these ideas.
Research shows that people who approach
challenging goals in this way are most often
successful by external measures … and ALWAYS successful by internal measures.

So as you set your New Year’s goals, consider
what you love, what you want to accomplish

Stay Hooked
Most of us who cut don’t have to worry about
staying hooked on cutting! We’re all plenty
hooked on the fun, the adrenalin and our awesome athletic partners, our horses. It is important though to know what to do in certain
odd situations that will inevitably come up
when you show.
This article is about what to do when a cow
runs through the turn back people and you
want to keep working it. Before I explain more,
I want to mention that often the answer is to
quit the cow. This is the case when you’ve
worked the cow for a bit and it runs through
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the turn back men. Or perhaps the cow you
cut is horrible, and everyone else has lost
a cow and you just need a clean run. Many
times the correct response is to just quit the
cow. But sometimes you have less than 5 or 6
seconds to go, you’re on your third cow and it
would be best to stay on the cow. Or if you are
in the finals of a huge competition like Lindy
Burch in the video, you may want to stay on
the cow.
This article is about what to do if you want to
stay hooked/connected to the cow. In Lindy’s
situation, she was in the finals and it was her

first cow. It was a great risk to keep working the cow because she didn’t know what the
cow would do when it came back to her (risk
of her horse staying hooked or not … risk of
how bad the cow would be when it returned).
But in cutting judging, it’s all about risk and
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reward. The higher the risk, the higher the
reward. Lindy took the risk and she was rewarded with a Reserve Championship.
If you choose to keep working the cow, as a
rider, what exactly do you do?
#1. Know your job, which is to stay even with
the cow no matter where it is. Stay even and
parallel with the cow on the line.
You are on a linear plane going left and right.
The cow is on a three dimensional plane, running left and right as well as running towards
you and away from you. Throughout it all, your
job is to help your horse remain only on a parallel position with the cow just as if you were
working it close to you. That’s tricky because
you will not be moving much from where you
are … just a little left and right as the cow is
jetting all around. Your moves will be tiny. The
cow’s moves will be huge. Stay cool.
#2. Resist the tendency to move in an effort
to do something (anything!) and cease riding
your horse forward. Sit still … very still. Your
job is to stay even with the cow. Make any
moves precise and tiny and only in relation to
the cow. You can see how Lindy sits perfectly
still. When she does move to her right, her
moves are measured.
#3. Keep your eyes focused intently on the
cow. Make your eyes become like laser beams
of light that are beaming at the cow. This
sharp focus with your eyes will transmit to
your horse (in most cases) and he will stay
focused on the cow, too.
#4. Keep your body soft and stay heavy and
anchored deep in your core. If you get anxious,
that will translate into body tension … which
translates into leg tension … which tells your
horse to go somewhere … anywhere … and
probably off the cow. Anchor your core and
stay soft.
#5. Stay patient and let the cow come back to
you. You have to wait. Patience is the name of
the game.
When the cow runs off, plant your seat and
stay deep, soft and still. Focus intently on the
cow. Make little moves left and right … and let
the cow come back to you.

Barbra is a personal performance
coach for all riders, a cutting
horse trainer, author, speaker,
clinician and 2012 National
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee.
Visit her Blog and signup to
receive her FREE monthly email
newsletter, “News From Barbra”.
Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

PerformanceHorseAlley.com & HorseDigests.com
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Look Out For
Equine Magnets
With Richard Winters Horsemanship

Chances are, you played with magnets when
you were younger. You understand how they
work. With two magnets in your hand they
are attracted and pull towards each other. You
can also turn the magnets around and they
will then push away or repel from each other.
Something very similar happens when riding
our horses. There are areas and directions that
they are drawn to and are always attempting
to drift towards. Then there are other areas
that they attempt to fade away from and feel
repelled.
It’s important that we are always aware of
these magnets playing out in our horse’s mind.
If we are passive and don’t address these issues these magnets will get more powerful
and our problems will get bigger. However, if
we are proactive and ride smart, we can begin
to eliminate these mental magnets and develop a horse that is much more balanced.
I recently saw this exemplified during a short
visit to my daughter, Sarah, and her husband
Chris Dawson, at their training facility in Texas.
This is the time of year when they are starting
all of their two-year-olds and the young horses are very green. On this particular morning
Sarah was riding some two-year-olds that
had never been in this particular large indoor
arena before. With almost every colt she could
feel the hesitancy of them wanting to avoid
the corners of the four sides in the arena. In
other words, the magnets were pushing the
colts away from the corners. Those youngsters
were pretty sure that there could be monsters
or some other dangerous thing lurking just on
the other side of the wall in those corners.

As Sarah worked a
colt around the arena,
at the trot and lope,
when it was time to
give the colt a rest,
she rode up into the
corner as far as she
could go. There she
stopped the colt and
rested, allowing him
to catch his breath.
After a few times you
could see the colt getting more and more
comfortable
about
going up into the corners. The place initially thought as scary
and dangerous was
proving to be a comHere I am allowing this filly to find some rest up in the
fortable spot where
“scary” corner.
they could stop and
rest. Sarah was syshim that the most comfortable spot is out
tematically removing the repelling magnets.
there with you and away from us,” she said.
A little later that morning, Sarah was on a
different two-year-old and one of her interns
was riding another very green colt in the same
large arena. As they moved around the arena,
the intern’s colt felt comfortable moving out
only if he could follow Sarah’s horse. That was
the young horse’s comfort zone. It was a definite magnet pulling the intern’s mount toward
Sarah’s colt.

Sarah instructed the intern to quit attempting to steer the horse away. If the intern’s colt
wanted to come toward Sarah, he should allow it. Now, when the
colt got near Sarah’s
horse, she instructed
the intern to take the
end of his lead rope
and create some commotion and keep his
colt’s feet moving forward. “Don’t let him
stop and get comfortable next to me”, she
instructed. After just a
few moments of busy
feet trotting around
her horse the intern’s
colt drifted away.
“Now relax, rub and
My intern is keeping this colt’s feet busy while hanging
pet your colt. Show

around his equine friend.
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Soon the colt became more independent and
trusting in the intern’s leadership rather than
depending on the other horse as a babysitter.
Sarah helped the intern diminish the magnet
that was pulling his colt toward her horse.

What was exemplified in the arena that morning? The same principle that’s true in every
training situation: It’s our job to make the right
thing easy and the wrong thing difficult. Being
creative in these situations help to change our
horse’s mind about their preconceived ideas.
Before long, our ideas become their ideas,
enabling us to begin to work together, when
presented in a manner they understand.
It’s not only when training two year-olds that
a rider might experience these magnets. You
can feel magnets with your horse almost daily. There’s a pretty good chance that there is
a magnet on the gate of your arena. Do you
ever feel your horse wanting to move quickly
through the arena and back towards the gate
and then move slowly while leaving the gate
area? If you want to eliminate this magnet, it’s
important that you not stop and rest or visit
with your friends near the gate. Let your horse
work harder around the gate and then ride
over to the other end of the arena to stop and
rest. I will often dismount and lead my horse
out the gate, at the end of the session, rather
than ride out of the arena to get back to the
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For over 35 years Richard has dedicated himself
to honing his horsemanship skills and to passing
this knowledge on to others. Richard’s credentials
extend from the rodeo arena and high desert ranches
of the west to being a highly sought after trainer,
horsemanship clinician, and expo presenter.

Now my intern allows the colt to find some rest and comfort
away from his “friend”.
barn. I want to eliminate, not encourage magnets.
Consider how Sarah dealt with the pulling and repelling magnets in her
young horses. Use that same principle with your horse in or out of the
arena. Be proactive and set up situations that will give you a balanced,
magnet free horse.
“Hey Sarah, where did you learn those techniques?” I asked. “Oh dad,
you know”, she replied. Her response made me feel good!

Richard Winters Horsemanship will be airing
on RFD-TV, Wednesdays in 2016

Richard Winters’ horsemanship journey has earned
him Colt Starting and Horse Showing Championship
titles. Obtaining his goal of a World Championship in
the National Reined Cow Horse Association became
a reality where he is also a AA rated judge. Another
of Richard’s horsemanship goals was realized with
his Road to the Horse Colt Starting Championship
and then returning for 5 consecutive years, as the
Horseman’s Host.
International travels include Canada, Australia,
Mexico, Sweden, Scotland, Brazil, and Poland
where he earned the European International Colt
Starting Championship title. Richard is a “Masterful
Communicator” with horses and humans alike!
Richard Winters Horsemanship TV Show can be seen
on RFD-TV every Wednesday at 12:00 and 8:00 p.m.
(PST). You can also connect with Richard on Facebook
and YouTube.
Richard and his wife Cheryl reside in Reno, Nevada.
For more information about Richard Winters
Horsemanship and the learning opportunities available
please go to www.wintersranch.com.
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26thAnnual
SADDLE SALE
Bring
your old
saddles
and tack
in for trade
and
save even
more!

BRING
YOUR
HORSE!
We have a
round pen
in our huge
parking lot
for fittings.

OUR BIGGEST
SADDLE SALE
UP TO 500 NEW AND USED ENGLISH & WESTERN
SADDLES IN STOCK FOR THIS SPECIAL ONCE-A-YEAR SALE

Buy any NEW or USED Saddle on Sale,
plus pick out $25 to $1,000 in accessories
of your choice FREE!

7 MILES WEST OF BRAINERD/BAXTER ON HWY 210
1860 SCEARCYVILLE DR SW, PILLAGER, MN. 56473

LAYWAY & MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Store Hours:
Mon-Friday 9-6,
Sat 9-5, Sun 11-4

Email: jbwestern@jandbwesternstore.com
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So, You Think You’re
In Charge Now?
by Doug Lindgren
Do you ever get so busy that days turn into
weeks and weeks turn into months? I’ve been
covered up with too much work to TAKE the
time I need with my horses and it’s not good.
It’s not good for me and it’s not been good for
my horses, either. HCR-AZ has been growing the last few months and the horse end of
the deal has been taking a back seat. I’m not
complaining, growth is good when you‘re in
business.
Let’s get into the topic of this article.
You haven’t touched or talked to me for months
and now you think you’re in charge? I know
you can go in all kinds of directions with that
statement so let me help you a bit.
Back in the “80’s” I did the Wheat Harvest from
Oklahoma to North Dakota. I was in my 20s
and Jody and I had a very young family. She
would stay home with the kids and hold down
the fort while I was on the road. I would get to
talk to Jody and the kids once a day if we were
lucky. If you remember, back then the only
phone was a pay phone and some towns may
only have one, if that. No cell phones then,
can you believe it?? Once in a while Jody and
the kids would get to come to the harvest to
visit for a few days, what a treat…
A couple of times during the summer I would
get back home for a few days. Here is where
the statement you read above comes in. You
have been gone for months and now you think
you’re in charge??? Jody would get upset
with me because she had been IN CHARGE and
everything was going well. She took care of
the kids, drove the car, answered the phone
calls, managed the home, held down a job and
I could go on but you get the idea. As soon as
I would show up I would step in and take over
a lot of the stuff Jody had handled for the last
few months. I would automatically step into
the driver’s seat, not even thinking that maybe
Jody wanted to maintain her role as Chief.
She was doing a great job with everything and
then I showed up. Sure, she and the kids were
happy to have me home, but I did upset their
apple cart. Every time I would get back from
the harvest we would have adjustments to go
through. It was ok, we just had to make our
way to whatever was normal for our household and we did.
Now, once again I’ve gone into something and
you’re wondering what in the world any of it
has to do with horses, horsemanship, and trail
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riding. Well, there’s a whole lot, so here we go.
You haven’t touched or talked to me for months
and now you think you’re in charge??? If you
haven’t figured it out, that’s your horse talking
and he’s right for feeling that way.
Too many times we head to the pasture or the
barn and think we’re going to just grab our
horse and go out for a quick ride. IT’S BEEN
MONTHS since you even groomed your horse
and now you expect him to be the WONDER
horse and do everything you think he’s capable of in a whirlwind format. The last time you
rode ole Dobbin was a couple of days after you
brought him back from the trainer and he performed like a champ. Now a couple months
later you think he’s going to do the same.
PROBABLY NOT!!!!
The last month or two Dobbin has been in
charge of his life and he’s been doing FINE.
Everyday he’s done exactly what he wanted or
didn’t want to do. He ate when he wanted to.
He lounged under the tree when he wanted to.
He ran across the pasture as fast or as slow as
he wanted to. He was in charge and all was
good. Then you showed up…
You showed up and took him away from; his
paradise. You grabbed him and took him to
the barn, saddled him, and then you expected
him to work. Horses that have a choice don’t
work. They would rather stand around and
enjoy the day. You stepped in and took him
away from comfort and relaxation. So, why
do you think he’s a bit resentful and doesn’t
perform the way you think he should? I think
it’s a very normal response. Not unlike the
response I got from Jody and the kids in the
“80’s”. I got what I deserved and so did you
from your horse.
When we want to get something out of our
horses we have to be in their lives, all of the
time. We have to constantly build on the relationship we want, and its work for everyone
involved. It’s the same work we have to do
when we want to maintain a relationship with
friends and family. If we don’t put in the time
necessary we won’t be successful with people
or horses.
As we build on the relationship with our horses we have to be aware of what our horses are
telling us. They’ll let you know if you’re doing
your job. Every time you work with your horse
he’s letting you know how you’re doing by the
way he responds to you. You have to pay at-

tention to his movement and body language.
Read his eyes, ears, posture and movement.
He is constantly talking, so listen. If you do
he won’t have a problem with you stepping
into his world, and he might even let you be
in charge.
I have a lot of work to do to get back into my
horses’ good graces because I’ve been away
working on other things. I know I’ve got to
spend some time with every one of them to let
them know I haven’t forgotten them. I’m going to need to respect them and move forward
with the relationship I have with each horse.
I’ll have to listen to them and find out how
good we are.
In the “80’s” I had to do the same work with
my family members. I had to put in the time
and build on the relationship we had. The key
is to pay attention to what the other party is
telling you.
It’ll Be Fine when we work on our relationships
and build on what we have; GOOD FAMILY,
GOOD FRIENDS, AND GOOD HORSES.

Doug and Jody Lindgren own
and operate Hay Creek Ranch,
Nemo, SD and HCR-AZ,
Oracle, AZ. Both camps focus
on guests vacationing with
their own horses. Doug rides
year-around, training horses
to be great trail horses.
Visit www.haycreekranch.net
for more information about
both locations.
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COWBOY or
TRUE HORSEMAN
by Craig Cameron

Learn From a
Great Horseman

As a young man I had a strong desire to be
a cowboy. I think many young men do. In
the beginning, they want to dress, walk, talk
and act like a cowboy. Most young cowboys
want to prove themselves and show the rest
of the world just how tough, rugged and
cowboy they are. However, nothing makes a
cowboy a cowboy more than the horse.
Unfortunately for the horse, he must deal
with the cowboy who is out to prove himself. In the proving period, I think many
horses are sacrificed because a cowboy or
rider at this stage is thinking mostly, or only,
about himself. This is an egotistical rider.
It’s all about him and not about the horse.
The person comes first and the horse comes
second The horse is a vehicle the person
uses to achieve his goals; the horse is not a
living, breathing, feeling animal that shares
the world with the rider. No, to this egotistical cowboy the horse is just a “thing,” like
his truck, saddle, boots, spurs or any inanimate object he owns that shows he is a real
cowboy.

The slowest way to learn horsemanship
is to try to teach yourself. You’re going to
make every mistake, and not even know
when you’re making them! The fastest way
to learn is to find somebody knowledgeable
and experienced. Ask questions, because
that’s how you’re going to learn. Horsemanship is the same as learning anything
else. You must be willing to be a student.
Be willing to admit when you don’t know
something. That’s showing a true love of the
horse and horsemanship.

Riding with a good horseman can teach you and
your horse so much.

A rider of this caliber can never be true horseman because he puts
himself first instead of the horse. This type of rider is not a student because he always knows what to do. His hands are fast and unforgiving.
He gets a bigger bit when the horse does not perform as he wants. He
ties down a horse’s head to achieve position because this is the quick
fix and the way everyone else does it. The rider jabs his spurs into his
horse’s sides and never ever thinks about the important component
called feel.
On the other hand, there is the man or woman who takes a different
trail. That person’s way is a slower, more methodical path that takes
time, and it is not about the human as much as it is about the horse.
That person is willing to learn, to put his ego aside and develop respect
for the horse, himself, and the art of horsemanship. This is the rider
who is willing to listen, work and develop the essential component of
experience. He has empathy and sympathy and feel for the horse.
This person knows that developing horsemanship skills is time-consuming, but when finally done right, is truly an art form. This person
works on himself more than he works on his horse. The person knows
the horse is actually a reflection of his rider—good or bad But this rider
knows the trail of horsemanship has good and bad days, and that both
are part of the process. This person eventually becomes what many
would call a horseman, even though he calls himself a student.
He knows no man stands taller than when he is on the back of a horse.
The horse is not a thing; the horse becomes his partner and friend. This
person doesn’t do his work for fame, admiration or ego. He does it for
the love of the horse.
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To find a great horseman, you have to ask
around. You don’t want to find a pretender;
you want to find a contender. You don’t want
a fly-by-night guy, or someone who is abusive. You want a true horseman. He can help
you because he’s in it for the horse. Tell him
you want to learn, and be humble.

Make notes as you learn because you’re not
going to remember everything. Write down things, and then go back
and read your notes. Have your own horse journal where you can draw
pictures or diagrams, make notes, even add quotations—whatever it
takes for you to learn and improve.
Practice your horsemanship, work at it, apply it, but go slowly enough
for you and your horse to learn. If you’re an impatient person, you’re not
going to do well with horses.
Horsemanship doesn’t come overnight. Allow yourself the time to learn,
first from the ground, then in the saddle. Make sure you can do maneuvers at a walk before you do them at a trot, and make sure you can do
them at a trot before you attempt them at a canter. Allow yourself to
get better physically, emotionally and mentally—mind, body and spirit.

A Native Texan Craig Cameron, one of the original
clinicians, is on the road more than 44 weeks a
year covering 80,000 miles demonstrating the
style of horsemanship he has perfected in the last
23 years. Called the “public defender of the horse,”
Craig dedicates himself to those who educate their
horses by first educating themselves. At an age
where most have long since retired the thought
of starting colts, Craig Cameron known as “The
Cowboy’s Clinician,” starts hundreds of horses
each year. Learn more about Craig Cameron at
www.CraigCameron.com
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Sixes Sixgun
(Sixes Pick x Sixes Playgun by Playgun)

Unparalleled Versatility and Disposition
AQHA Ranch Versatility
World Show
Reserve Champion
and 3-time Qualifier
RHAA Working Cowhorse
Jr. Champion
AQHA Working Cowhorse,
Heading & Heeling
and Ranch Pleasure
8-time WRCA Ranch Rodeo
Top Horse
ASHA Pleasure & Trail
National Champion
World’s Greatest
Horseman Shootout
Reserve Champion

Crofoot Ranches
Tradition of Quality and Integrity

Visit us at crofootranches.com
or call 806-798-6262

Standing At:
Hartman Equine Reproduction Center
Whitesboro, TX
David Hartman, D.V.M.
Cell: 903-271-1760

Lorenzo Lotti (Breeding Mgr.)
Cell: 903-818-6475

Office: 903-564-3200
lorenzo@herc-tx.com

Breeding Fee: $1500 Cooled Semen Available
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PLAN NOW TO ATTEND, CONSIGN AND BUY AT THE . . .

SPRING CATALOG
AUCTIONS

Paint & Quarter Horse Sale
March 26, 2016 ~

10:00 a.m.

Appaloosa, Paint & Quarter
Horse Sale
May 28, 2016 ~

•Nationally Advertised

10:00 a.m.

•Top Sales Personnel

•Paid Day of Sale

For consignment blanks and catalogs, write:

TWIN CITIES HORSE SALES
30477 Oxford Mill Road • Cannon Falls, MN 55009

Jim Simon and Ryon Simon, Owner/Managers

Office (507) 263-4200
FAX (507) 263-4202
Website: www.simonhorsecompany.com

Sale Located Two Miles North of Cannon Falls, Minnesota on Highway 52
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Same great product
BOLD NEW LOOK!

NE

W!

*

NET CONTENTS 1 QUART (946 ML)

*Acti-Flex Powder (5lb) is now available in a NEW re-sealable package that is both friendly to the
environment and value priced to be friendly to your budget. You can purchase this bag as a refill to
your existing bucket or take advantage of the re-sealable top and feed directly from the bag.
Glucosamine Sulfate
Chondroitin Sulfate
MSM

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS (per oz.)
8,000 mg.
Perna Canaliculus
4,000 mg.
Ester C (Ascorbic Acid)
3,000 mg.
Hyaluronic Acid

1,000 mg.
1,000 mg.
125 mg.

Improving Performance, One Horse at a Time!

(803) 581-4747
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www.coxvetlab.com
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Giving barrel racers and other horses
that compete in timed events the

Treatment They Deserve
can pay off for both you and your horse
By Jim Masterson
Any athlete will perform
better when his or her
muscles are relaxed,
joints are pain free,
everything is in alignment and full range of
motion is restored. It is
true with humans, and
I believe, it’s true with
horses.
You don’t just send the
pitcher home after a
major league baseball
game. The team’s trainers will work with him
to relieve any soreness
or tension and prepare
him for his next outing.
We should do the same
for our competitive
horses.
Just like a human, a horse’s muscles will continue to tighten over time,
reducing stride and range of motion. When you release stress and tension
in the muscle, the horse performs better. This allows the horse to perform
better than his competitors, and who doesn’t want that?
From the perspective of improving performance through bodywork, anatomically speaking the equine body can be divided into three key junctions:
the poll (where the neck meets the head) the shoulder/withers junction
(where the forelegs join the body), and the sacroiliac junction (where the
hind limbs join the body). Tension accumulation in these key performancerelated areas can manifest itself in numerous ways, including head shyness,
sensitivity to touch in the poll area, flexion stiffness, bending issues, onesidedness (pulling or fading to one side), uneven gait, lameness and even
behavioral problems.

strain of the race itself, can cause excessive soreness and tightness in the
horse’s muscles. To me, barrel racing is kind of like combining a quartermile sprint with cutting.
Other factors aside, I’ve found that one of the main causes of soreness and
tightness in the muscles is soreness in the horse’s feet. With about 65 percent of the horse’s weight being carried on his front end, this is one of the
most important areas to take care of, giving even more meaning to the old
adage, “no foot, no horse.”
Other factors of tension and pain can come from imbalances and other issues with the horse’s teeth, and issues with saddle fit. While rider will make
several adjustments to get the right fit for the rider, often a fit for the horse
that takes into account issues such as discomfort from pressure points, or
room for mobility of the scapula is not given as much consideration. The
horse just wants the same consideration.
A secret to getting a horse to release excessive accumulation of muscle
tension is using a level of touch that allows the horse to release the tension himself. The Masterson Method® uses levels ranging from almost no
pressure (what we call “air gap” - barely touching the skin) all the way to
the strength it takes to squeeze a lemon. With this method, we can activate
the horse’s nervous system to release large amounts of muscle tension on
its own by using a much lighter level of touch than people might imagine.
Using a simple axiom: Search, Response, Stay, Release you can begin the
process of getting the horse to release muscle tension in your horse:
SEARCH - running your fingers along the topline of the horse using very
light ‘air gap’ touch
RESPONSE - watching for very subtle signs (for example an eye blinking,
lip twitching) that the horse uses to tell you there is tension under that area
STAY - remaining very lightly on that area, doing nothing, except bringing
the horse’s attention to the area, so that his nervous system can start the
next step

Tension in horses builds up in the neck, shoulders, withers, forelegs, and
hind legs. Generally, in the working horse, where there is a junction, there
is going to be tension. And, like humans, the source of this tension may be
located someplace else. Just as poor fitting shoes in humans can cause
pain in the knees, hips, or back, poor fitting shoes on a horse can cause pain
in the poll and neck/shoulder/withers junction in front, and the hamstrings/
gluteals, hips or sacroiliac in behind. And this isn’t even counting what may
be happening in the horse’s back, or the diagonal effects of front/hind end
issues.
A horse’s risk of injury increases when the muscles and tendons become
excessively sore and tight. Accumulated stress restricts movement and
causes muscle and structural imbalance.
The extreme physical nature of barrel racing puts its equine athletes at a
higher risk for muscle-related soundness and performance issues. The repetitive effects of conditioning and training for the sport, as well as the
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RELEASE - the horse’s
behavior gives larger
signs that muscle tension has let go. These
larger release responses can be one or
a combination of the
following: licking and
chewing, snorting or
sneezing, shaking its
head or body, or repeated yawning.
With this SRSR process
the horse will show where his muscles have accumulated tension, and
when that tension is being released. You can use this formula anywhere on
the horse. We know from experience that after the horse has shown these
release responses there is more relaxation and circulation in the muscles,
range of motion is improved and often straightness is improved as unilateral
tension or “torque” on the key junctions mentioned above has released. You
should feel the difference in the ride and, if you’re competing in a timed
sport, a difference in the clock.
Taking the time to really focus on the horse’s responses, and having the patience to wait (Stay) lightly, doing nothing, until the horse gives you a larger
release response, will get results.

Throw away the clock; you’re on the horse’s time now. It can take up to
a minute or more after getting the smaller initial response on an area for
the horse’s nervous system to start to let it go. And stay focused on what
the horse is “telling” you during the process. He is the leader in this dance
between the two of you.

Do you have equine bodywork questions? Jim is now
offering the opportunity to ask questions on a free
live webinar each month entitled: “Talk with Jim”.
Go to the www.MastersonMethod.com website and
click on “Talk with Jim” on the menu bar to the left
for information on how to participate.
On the next “Talk with Jim” the focus will be on
Barrel Racing. Jim will spend time talking with
Christie Hebert, Masterson Method Certified
Practitioner and Barrel Race Competitor and then
take your questions live.
Join the live webinar, February 18th at 8pm Central
for “Talk with Jim” Information on
www.MastersonMethod.com

Jim Masterson has been the equine bodywork therapist for the 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014 USEF Endurance Teams,
and has worked on thousands of performance horses, including competitors in FEI World Cup, Nations Cup, Pan American
Cup and the World Equestrian Games. He is the author of the book and DVD Beyond Horse Massage, and DVD Dressage
Movements Revealed. He teaches the Masterson Method® of Integrated Equine Performance Bodywork to horse owners and
therapists around the world.
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Building the Foundation for

SUCCESS
by Jennifer Fjelstad

Through all of the Team LIFELINE interviews
I have done so far, I’ve heard numerous accounts of how LIFELINE Equine performance
supplements have impacted a specific horse,
or even an entire barn. I can honestly say
that in all of the conversations I’ve had, I
haven’t heard of any negative effects. From
maintaining the healthy state horses are in to
resolving an ongoing issue, LIFELINE products get the job done.
These interviews have been a tribute to the
quality of the products and the diverse team
of horsemen and women LIFELINE has assembled to represent the products. Members of Team LIFELINE compete everywhere
from the pleasure show pen to the cow horse
arena and without exception, the effect
the products have had on their most prized
horses has been positive, and in some cases
transformational.

it has been used as a preventative supplement when a
horse is facing the stress of
travel. In other circumstances,
it has been used as an important part of recovery.
As the reach of Team LIFELINE continues to grow, there
is no doubt in my mind that
more and more success stories will follow. I look forward
to passing these testimonials on to you so you can see
how LIFELINE may help with a
challenge your own horse may
be facing. My hope is that with
each article, I can reach someone out there with a horse that
is struggling with the same
issue, and will benefit from
reading about the success a
member of Team LIFELINE has
had with the products.
You may even know a Team
LIFELINE member, and I encourage you to reach out to
him or her with your questions
about horse performance or
the products. Whether you are
in the industry competitively
or casually, we all have a
common passion and we know
that a strong, healthy horse is
the foundation for success!

LIFELINE Equine Elite is a serum-based performance supplement for horses stressed by
training, travel and competing. This demanding lifestyle is common among horses owned
and trained by Team LIFELINE members.
What makes LIFELINE work is BioThrive®,
the serum-based active ingredient. It helps
with stress and inflammation, and supports
a horse’s joints and muscles, gut and lungs.
This is great for horses that are trained hard
and expected to perform at peak.
As my interviews have shown, LIFELINE
Equine Elite has also been used to address
several issues related to behavior, appearance and training ability. In some instances
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Team LIFELINE is growing,
and has recently added Will
Knabenshue.
Knabenshue is an all-around trainer and
judge for both the AQHA and NSBA, and although he’s not a big supplement user, he
saw with his own eyes the difference Equine
Elite made in some of his horses that were
struggling with performance, weight and
overall health.

LINE members, visit horse.watchthemthrive.
com and go to “About,” then click on “Team
LIFELINE.”

“The horses looked and performed much
better after using LIFEILNE, and they just
bloom more,” he said. “This product truly
helps the horse from the inside out and is a
great overall wellness product.”
To read more testimonials from Team LIFEWWW.PERFORMANCEHORSEDIGEST.COM
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A Good Start:

With Foals, Timing
is Everything
By Pat Parelli
Imprinting requires this very specific timing due
to the fact that horses are precocial. They are
born in an advanced state of development, as
evidenced by the fact that they are able to stand
and eat on their own, from birth, along with their
ability to rapidly establish relationships with
those around them. Right away, a foal has the capacity to bond to his mother and his herd. Knowing that about horses, we can take advantage of
the taming aspects of foal imprinting.
The whole point of imprinting is to immediately
establish yourself as a genial part of the foal’s
universe. The most effective way to do this is
through touch. Touch your foal from his nose to
his tail, and from his ears to his hooves, with the
objective of eliminating any anxiety or fear it may
have around you. As you rub the foal, you will
trigger a natural taming response, and reinforce
the idea that humans are friends, not foes.
A horse that has been imprinted effectively, you
could turn him out and bring him back when he’s
four years old, and you’d be surprised at how
quickly he responds to you. He will retain that
first human experience, so make sure it’s a good
one!

For horses, life’s important milestones come
quickly. Within the first two hours of a foal’s life,
he should be able to stand and nurse on his own.
If neither of these actions occurs naturally, you
might have a problem – a problem that could affect a horse’s physical health for the rest of his
life.

aren’t going to harm him. Once that’s established, the horse will carry that knowledge for
the rest of his life. So that means that the training
sessions he has later will probably be a lot easier
– both for him and for you.

Although many owners don’t realize it, a horse’s
future mental and emotional health can be impacted by the experiences he has during his first
few hours of life. Positive contact with a human
immediately after birth sets a newborn foal up
for a lifetime of partnership and training success.

Human contact with a pre-weanling horse is
commonly referred to as “imprinting,” but I’d
caution that many people interpret this term incorrectly. Foal imprinting is what happens in the
first two hours of a horse’s life, not what happens
during the first two hours in which they have human interaction. That’s a very important distinction.

It’s the ideal time to let a horse know that you
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Imprinting

Contrary to some criticisms, imprinted horses
will relate their early experiences to all humans,
not just to the people who imprinted them. Even
if only one person handles the foal during his first
few hours, the foal will have the capacity to view
all people as partners, unless it is shown otherwise.

Keeping It Going
If you’ve successfully imprinted your foal by
the time he’s two hours old, keep going! During the first seven days (168 hours) of his life,
he’s a sponge, soaking up both the pleasant and
unpleasant aspects of the world. This is what I
call the “early training period,” because horses
are very easy to work with during that first week.
You’ll want to have several short training sessions with your foal throughout his first seven
days. The goal of the training sessions is to es-
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tablish “feel,” to teach your foal to follow your suggestions and trust you.
That can be accomplished by gently pushing your foal in one direction and
then in the other, and by touching him in areas that will later be key in his
training under saddle, such as the girth area and around the head and ears.
While you’re doing this, keep in mind that you’re establishing your status as
the leader in your relationship with your foal. Do not allow him to bite, kick,
or run into you. Your foal should respect both you and your space. Never
should your training session become so unstructured that he begins to think
of you as an equal, which can result in pushy and/or aggressive behavior.
Remember, a little attitude may be cute when a foal weighs 100lbs, but it
can be dangerous when he’s a 1000lb horse.
Keeping a horse from becoming too “human” is a matter of balance. As you
spend time with your foal, make sure he also spends time as a horse with
his dam and herd members. A horse needs to be out with other horses, on
as much territory as possible, so he can get as much from nature as possible. You want to space the human interaction out over those 168 hours.
When you do bring your foal in for training sessions, keep the activities fun
and constructive. Keep in mind that the essential idea behind imprinting
and early training is that the foal comes away with a good feeling about
humans in general. You want your sessions to be a great experience for you
and your goal. You want to make his perception of humans as positive as it
can possibly be.

Pat Parelli, coiner of the term “natural
horsemanship”, founded his program based on
a foundation of love, language and leadership.
Parelli Natural Horsemanship allows horse owners
at all levels of experience to achieve success with
their at-home educational program. Together with
his wife Linda, Pat has spread PNH across the
globe with campuses in the United States, United
Kingdom and Australia. Newly launched in 2011,
parelliconnect.com provides an online social forum
packed with training tools, step-by-step to do lists,
video and more. Log on today for your FREE 30day trial at www.parelliconnect.com.

Follow us on all your favorite
Social Media Sites @HorseDigest

Visit Us online at
PerformanceHorseDigest.com
or HorseDigests.com
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More with Les:

The Five
Easy Pieces
By Les Vogt

Exercises to move and take control of your
horse’s different body zones.
In the next few issues, Les Vogt will
take you through exercises of his Five
Easy Pieces. When you’ve mastered
them, you should be able to put any
part of your horse’s body where you
want it, without resistance.
Doesn’t it take your breath away to watch a sensational reining or cow horse perform? It does
me, just like it did back when I was a kid and I
saw my first stock horse in action. But the best
thing about it is that these horses just keep getting better and better. First, because we’re breeding them better, and second, because we’re riding them better. And the biggest key I have found
in developing that brilliant performance is the
time that I spend getting complete body control
during the foundation stage of my training on a
young horse.

A key to achieving success in a performance
training program is having a horse that will do
everything with a soft and
resistance-free neck.
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The

Foundation:

Just like building a
house, the most important part of your success with performance
horses comes from the
foundation you put on
them. As your training
progresses, virtually
every time you run into
a problem, it will either
be because the horse
has become stiff in the
poll or neck, or a part
of his body is not responding like it should.
If the foundation isn’t
there, these problems
will show up again and The Zones of Our Horse: You’ll hear me speak about our horse’s zones and
again, from a shoulder the zones correspond tot he part of the body that the exercise controls. Exthat isn’t responding ercise No. 1 controls zone 1; exercise No. 2 controls zone 2, and so forth.
to the neck rein like it
should when you go to start your turn around, or anywhere, it will only intensify when you speed
a head and neck that aren’t staying relaxed and things up or try a maneuver. So these exercises
supple in your stops, or a hip that isn’t moving become the tools that help you discover, and then
fix problems in a structured and consistent way.
over enough when you cue for a lead change.
Not only will you have problems like this, but
without complete body control, you won’t have
a way to fix them. I can’t overemphasize this
concept—you can’t spend too much time on the
body control exercises that we lay out in this program.

In the next installment about this topic, we will
describe the Five Easy Pieces in more details regarding specific movements for the horse’s different body zones.

The Five Easy Pieces: I call the foundation

Les Vogt is a 15X World Champion in reining and reined cowhorse events. Les’s products include the Cowhorse U training
programs, bits and spurs developed to help riders and horses
at all levels of training. All are
designed to improve you and
your horse’s performance
Visit www.LesVogt.com

exercises that I use most the Five Easy Pieces,
and you will learn them all in the next few “More
with Les” installments. When you’ve mastered
them, you should be able to put any part of your
horse’s body where you want it, without resistance. Once you’ve mastered these exercises,
you’ll probably repeat them at the walk, trot and
lope every time you ride, both to the right and
to the left. It’s kind of like a pilot testing all the
controls before he takes off. If you feel resistance
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2008 Gray Stallion out of Playgun
and Never Sing The Blues
by CD Olena

• High Point Jr Tie-Down Roping, 6th Place (2012 Open)
• High Point Jr Perf Halter Stallion, 7th Place (2012 Open)
• Qualified Jr Tie-Down Roping World Show (2012 Open)
• Qualified Jr Heading World Show (2012 Open)
• Qualified Jr Heeling World Show (2012 Open)
• Red Bud Jr Tie-Down Roping, 3rd Place (2012-Open)
• Performance Register of Merit (2012-Open)
• Earned: 8 Performance Wins; 82.5 Performance Points; 0.5 Halter
Points; 1 Performance Register of Merit
• Other Earnings: National Reined Cow Horse Association $6,407.34
• AQHA 5 panel N/N
• Enrolled in Incentive Fund
• Winner South Dakota reined cow horse futurity
• Only shown one year

STUD FEES
Never Play Guns $850
Gin And Sugar $500
LFG. Chute/collection fee and mare care
additional. Shipped, cooled and frozen
semen available.
Competition photos by Primo Morales

Introducing

Gin and Sugar

2011 Gray Stallion, Grandson of
Tanquery Gin and Ima Son O Sugar

620.344.2066

www.morningranch.com
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STOP ON
WHOA
by Clinton Anderson

Photos courtesy of Darrell Dodds

A good stop is important for your safety and overall control. Using the
Stop on Whoa exercise, you can teach your horse to stop off a voice
command and your seat without having to pull on his mouth with the
reins. Most horses will stop when you pull on the reins, but very few
will stop if you just say, “Whoa.” You want your horse to act like there’s
an imaginary cliff in front of him, and if he takes one more step after
you say, “Whoa,” he’s going to fall off the edge. When you say, “Whoa,”
all forward movement should stop NOW!

Teaching Stage
1) Follow the fence at the trot.
Following the fence gives you and the horse a
straight line to work off and you won’t have to focus
on trying to steer.
2) When you’re ready to ask the horse to stop, say
the word “whoa” in a very assertive voice and sit
down deep in the saddle. Count to yourself, “One
thousand one, one thousand two.”
3) If the horse doesn’t stop by the time you’ve
reached “one thousand two,” bend him into the
fence by picking up on the rein closest to the
fence and using your outside leg to drive him
through the turn. Then bend the horse around in
several circles at the walk, using your inside leg
to encourage him to soften his ribcage, hustle his
feet and really put some effort into the bending
circle. Then trot him off in the opposite direction.
Hustling the horse’s feet in a circle gives him a reason to want to stop. Horses are basically lazy creatures – they’d prefer to rest over having to move
their feet and work hard. Use your horse’s natural
tendency to your benefit.
4) If the horse does stop, let him rest for a minute
and then gently bend him in a couple of circles toward the fence to reinforce softness before taking
him off in the opposite direction.
Horses are motivated by rest so if you give your
horse a rest when you say, “whoa,” it will build an
incentive for him to want to stop.
5) Trot the horse 40 feet on a loose rein, and then
ask him to stop again.
You don’t want to go too far before you ask the
horse to stop again, especially if he has “go” on his
mind. The longer distance you give him before you
ask him to stop, the bigger tendency he’ll have to
ignore you. As the horse gets better, you can start to
lengthen the distance between stops.
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6) Once you have a starting point established, then expect the horse
to stop quicker every time you ask.
Let’s say that the first time the horse actually stops
on his own, it was within five steps of when you said
“whoa.” That means that for the rest of the horse’s
life, he must stop within five steps of the word
“whoa” or there will be a consequence. Every time
he improves, he creates a new standard for himself.
So if he stops within three steps during the next session, that’s the new standard. He must stop within
three steps of the word “whoa” for the rest of his
life, or there will be a consequence. Horses will only
do what you enforce, so if you allow them to become
lazy and unresponsive, that’s what they will become.
It’s your job to uphold the standard.
7) Once the horse understands the concept of the
exercise at the trot, do the same thing at the canter.
8) When the horse can do the exercise really well
on the fence at both gaits, mix it up by doing the
exercise off the fence. Say the word “whoa” at different times throughout your ride just to make sure
he’s paying attention.
When you first practice the exercise off the fence,
don’t be surprised if the horse tries to chump you
and acts like he doesn’t know what the word “whoa”
means. If he doesn’t stop, bend him around and
hustle his feet just like you did when you were on
the fence. Which way you bend the horse (right or
left) will depend on him. If he was veering off to the
right, bend him to the left. If he was leaning to the
left, bend him to the right. Always do the opposite of
what the horse wants to do.

Author note: Clinton Anderson is a
clinician, horse trainer and competitor.
He’s dedicated his life to helping others
realize their horsemanship dreams.
Learn more about the Downunder
Horsemanship Method at www.
downunderhorsemanship.com.
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Western Dressage:

WARM UP
ROUTINE
by Lynn Palm

on the circle, large turn, or the straight line.
Spend equal time going in both directions.
Change directions often to loosen up both
sides and to keep the horse’s interest during
the warm-up.

A good warm up routine is valuable, whether
you are about to school your horse for your
latest test in Western Dressage, or are just
heading out for a trail ride. Your horse needs
a pre-exercise warm-up routine to help
loosen and limber up his muscles. A warmup also prepares the horse’s mind for the
work you will be asking him to do--whether
it is schooling, trail riding, pleasure riding, or
showing.
Start the warm-up by letting your horse walk
on a loose rein. The warm-up pattern should
include very large circles, large turns, and
straight lines. The horse should be moving
forward, but in a relaxed manner. After
warming up at the walk, ask the horse for the
trot or jog. The trot is the best gait to limber
up the horse.
At this point, the rider should not be worried
about the horse being “on the bit.” Instead,
he should be allowed to move forward on a
loose rein with the rider guiding him to stay

Post when trotting/jogging during the warmup period, whether you are using an English
or Western saddle. This gives the rider an
opportunity to warm up and to use her own
muscles. As the rider begins to loosen up,
she will notice that her muscles respond
better and her coordination improves while
her thinking slows. The rider begins to relax
as her warmed-up body allows her to better
follow the horse’s movement.

achieved, it’s time to proceed from warm
up to the actual lesson, training period, or
pleasure ride.
We would love to have you come ride with us.
We love to share our dressage backgrounds
and knowledge with you. You can join us at
our Ocala, Florida farm or at one of our Ride
Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location near
you.
If you would like to train with Lynn & Cyril at
home with Western Dressage, take advantage
of the following supportive training materials:
Books:

As part of the warm-up, the rider may try
taking her feet out of the stirrups to get down
in the saddle and closer to her horse. As her
body loosens up, she will find she is able
to follow the horse’s movement and stay in
balance even without stirrups.

Head To Toe Horsemanship
Western Dressage - A Guide To Take You
To Your First Show
A Rider Guide To Real Collection

There is no set amount of time for a warmup routine. Usually, the colder the weather is,
the longer and slower the warm-up should be
to loosen up cold muscles and joints. It must
be long enough to physically and mentally
warm up the horse, but it is not intended to
wear him out or bore him. Enough time should
be spent in the warm-up so that both sides of
the horse are equally loosened up.

“Dressage Principles for the Western Horse &
Rider” Volume 1, Parts 1-5
“Dressage Principles for The Western &
English Horse & Rider” Volume 2, Parts 1-3
“Let Your Horse Be Your Teacher” Parts 1 & 2

A good gauge for the rider is that she should
feel the same balance and relaxation without
stirrups as she feels with them. She also
should feel her mind slow down and focus,
and she should feel positive about the
upcoming riding session. Once this has been

DVDs:

For more information on these
training materials and more,
as well as clinics, please visit
www.lynnpalm.com or call us
at 800-503-2824.

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

PerformanceHorseAlley.com & HorseDigests.com
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Email Campaigns
Available.
www.HorseDigests.com/
emails
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Alfalfa and the Insulin Resistant Horse -

The True
Story
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

Alfalfa can be an excellent addition to most horses’ diets, even for those
who are insulin resistant (IR). I often recommend feeding it because it
boosts the overall protein quality of a grass-hay diet and, in general,
enhances the horse’s muscle tone, immune system, and overall health.
But some people just don’t want to feed alfalfa; they believe it causes
laminitis. And after years of working with horses, it appears that it may,
in fact, lead to laminitis in some horses. I found this to be very puzzling
since alfalfa is low in sugar and starch, even lower than most grass
hays. Its high protein content, however, makes it more caloric, which
can be a problem for IR horses who need to lose weight. But I always
included some, albeit a small amount.
Nevertheless, there appears to be something about alfalfa that troubles
some IR horses. After giving this considerable thought, I believe I can
shed some light on why this may be the case. There are two plausible
reasons, both leading to excess blood glucose and the concomitant secretion of insulin:
1. Excess protein in the diet
2. Preservative often sprayed on alfalfa hay

Excess protein - quality vs quantity
All proteins consist of long, branched chains of amino acids. Upon digestion, amino acids are free to enter the blood stream and travel to individual tissues, where they are recombined in a very specific order to
produce the protein needed by that particular tissue (e.g., blood, lungs,
heart, liver, skin, bones, joints, etc.). There are 22 amino acids, of which
ten are considered essential -- they cannot be produced within the
horse’s body or they cannot be produced in adequate quantity to meet
the horse’s need. For a protein to be of high quality, it must contain all
of the essential amino acids in proper proportion. Plant protein sources
are potentially limiting in the essential amino acid, lysine. When lysine
is low, protein synthesis comes to a halt. The National Research Council (NRC) has established lysine requirements for all horses. As of yet,
requirements for the other nine essential amino acids have not been
quantified, though recent research has shown that threonine may be
the second limiting amino acid. To ensure your horse has an ample
amino acid pool in his bloodstream from which to synthesis proteins
within his body, it is best to feed a variety of protein sources to improve
the quality while not overdoing the quantity.
Commercially fortified feeds often include a variety of ingredients to
create quality protein. If you’d like to do it yourself, table 1 offers suggestions on alternative whole foods that can be incorporated into a
grass-based diet.
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Protein quantity becomes a problem when the horse is overwhelmed
with amino acids. If large amounts of protein are consumed beyond
the horse’s need to replace and repair body proteins, the excess amino
acids cannot be stored for later use. Instead, they are destroyed. The
metabolites of amino acid degradation can potentially lead to excess
glucose in the blood.
Here is how it happens: Inside the liver, an amino acid is broken apart
into two pieces – an amino group and an organic acid. The amino group
quickly becomes ammonia and is converted to urea, which is then excreted from the body in the urine. The organic acid has several pathways it can take: (1) It can be burned for energy (especially if the diet
is not high enough in calories to meet energy needs); (2) It can be
converted to body fat (if the diet is too high in calories); or (3) It can be
converted to glucose. It’s this third path that potentially causes problems for the IR horse. Once glucose is produced, the pancreas secretes
insulin to allow glucose to enter the cells and store body fat. Elevated
insulin can create inflammation with the feet and the IR horse is particularly vulnerable because his insulin level is already elevated.

Alfalfa hay can contribute to excess protein
It is easy to overwhelm the horse with too much protein when feeding
alfalfa hay because on average, alfalfa has more than twice the amount
of protein as grasses. Individual grass and alfalfa hays will vary significantly; therefore it is always best to have your hay analyzed.
It is important to realize that excess protein from any source can lead
to excess insulin secretion. Alfalfa hay is generally fed in much larger
quantity than adding a whole food such as alfalfa pellets, split peas, or
hempseeds (see table 1), making it appear as though it is the alfalfa
that is the culprit.
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Here’s another real issue with alfalfa –
Propionic acid
Alfalfa is often sprayed with buffered propionate (also known as propionic acid) to retard spoilage if baled during wet or humid conditions.
This preservative not only reduces mold, but it also decreases drying
time in the field, thereby diminishing the potential for leaf loss from
harvesting and providing more baling flexibility. Baling can begin in
the humid early morning hours and can continue later into the evening,
allowing greater acreage to be harvested.
Not considered to be harmful, propionate is one of three volatile fatty
acids (VFA) naturally produced by the hindgut bacteria during hay fermentation. The other two VFAs are acetate and butyrate. These VFAs are
a significant energy source for your horse. Acetate is utilized by many
tissues including the heart, muscles, and the brain. Butyrate provides
energy for the cells that line the hindgut epithelium. Propionate is a
major precursor toward glucose production through a process known
as gluconeogenesis. And t hat’s a problem for the IR horse. Once propionate is absorbed and metabolized, it is converted to glucose! So
when you feed alfalfa that has been treated with propionic acid, you
are essentially increasing your horse’s blood glucose level, just as you
would if you had fed a hay with a large amount of sugar and starch.
Increased glucose leads to increased insulin. And the rest is… well,
you get the picture.
Talk to your alfalfa hay producer. If the hay has been sprayed with propionate, and excess glucose is a concern for your horse, do not feed
this hay. In areas of the country where humidity is not an issue, alfalfa
is not likely sprayed with propionate. But it is alw ays worth checking.

Bottom line
Too much protein can be problematic for the IR horse and it is easy to
exceed the horse’s protein requirement when adding alfalfa hay. Alfalfa
itself is not the issue, but rather, its contribution to the protein content
of the entire diet. Since protein quality is important, consider adding
smaller amounts of alfalfa hay or add different protein sources to better stay within limits. Avoid alfalfa that has been treated with propionic
acid.

 







































Find a world of useful information for the horseperson
at www.GettyEquineNutrition.com: Sign up for Dr.
Getty’s informative, free e-newsletter, Forage for
Thought; browse her library of reference articles;
search her nutrition forum; and purchase recordings of
her educational teleseminars. Reach Dr. Getty directly
at gettyequinenutrition@gmail.com. She is available
for private consultations and speaking engagements.

Follow us on all your favorite
Social Media Sites @HorseDigest
Visit Us online at
PerformanceHorseDigest.com
or HorseDigests.com
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The Daisy
Exercise
by Sandy Collier

during your run¬downs, or if he fails to go straight
when you ask him to, or anticipates lead changes.

Troubleshoot It
When the horse:
Over- or under-bridles: When your horse curls
his neck and tucks his chin to his chest (overbridling), use more leg and less hand. And, when
he resists flexing at the poll and softening to the
reins (under-bridling), use more leg and more
hand. If he still refuses to soften, stop him, and
work his jaw by sliding the bit softly back and
forth in his mouth until he does soften, back him
up a few steps, then let him stand for a moment
to think about it.
This exercise calls for you to ride a pattern that
will approximate the petals of a daisy. Begin at a
trot on a straight line. As you approach the far end
of the “petal” (away from the center of the daisy),
pick up your reins and simultaneously drive with
your seat to draw your horse back onto his hind
end, asking him to shorten his frame and collect.
Then tip his nose to the turn side and use the leg
on the same side, at the cinch or just behind it,
to bend him around 180 degrees so that you’re
heading back toward the center of the “daisy.”
Make sure you straighten your horse with your
outside (indirect) rein and leg as you come out
of the 180-degree turn, so you can drop him on
a straight line through the center. Repeat the
sequence each time you get to the far side of a
“petal,” always turning in the same direction and
always using enough outside rein to straighten
your horse’s body for the return trip through the
center of the “daisy.”
Each time you go on the straight line through the
middle, loosen the reins; each time you come to
the far side and prepare to make the 180, use
your reins and seat to ask your horse to engage
his hocks and hind end; then tip his nose and
make the small half-circle turn.
Your end tracks should approximate the petals of
a daisy. When you’ve worked in both directions at
the trot, try it at the lope, working one lead for a
while, then the other.
Once your horse is confirmed in this exercise at
the lope, you have a tool to return to if he gets a
bit “on the muscle” when you start speeding up
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Resists hind-end engagement: If he won’t rock
back on his hind end as you’re preparing for a
turn, push down on the balls of your feet and curl
your seat under a bit. At the same time, raise your
hands toward your lower rib cage and squeeze
your shoulder blades together as you pull back
slightly on the reins, and bump with your legs.
Even with your arms raised, though, be sure to
maintain that straight line from the bit through
your hands to your elbow; in other words, your
hands should not come up on their own, which
would break the line from bit to elbow.
Rushes: If your horse gets assertive and wants to
go faster, ask for more collection by pushing with
your seat and bumping with your legs in neutral
position while “holding” with your reins. Then
bring him back to the desired speed, guide him
through a change of direction, and release the
“extra” cues, allowing him to relax. Do this every
time he speeds up. Extra collection and turning is
hard work, so your horse will begin to associate
rushing with working harder, and so be more willing to stay at the speed you choose.
Another approach is just to treat this “motoring
on” as no big deal and go back to a circle, letting your horse go fast with his nose tipped to the
inside, not arguing with him, until he relaxes and
slows down on his own. Most horses eventually
decide going fast just means more work, it’s a bit
of reverse psychology.
Breaks gait on the slowdown, or falls out of the
lead at the lope: These are a result of your horse
becoming unbalanced. Correct breaking gait by
collecting him up more on the straight line―really

drive his hind end up and get him balanced before
going around the corner. For falling out of a lead,
do the same but with an emphasis on using your
outside leg a few inches behind neutral position
to drive his rear end to the inside just a bit.
Leans: First, you need to be able to tell when your
horse is leaning, and sometimes that’s hard to
feel. One good way is to check for a feeling of
equal pressure from the saddle to your bottom.
If you feel more weight or pressure in your left
buttock than in your right, for example, your horse
is leaning to the right and you’re compensating.
Sometimes riders don’t compensate, and might
therefore feel more pressure on their right buttock when their horse is leaning right. The “bottom line,” so to speak, is that your weight should
be equally distributed across your bottom!
Another way to tell when your horse is leaning is
to check whether your hands are an equal distance from your horse’s neck. If the distance from
his neck to your right hand is shorter than that
from his neck to your left hand, he’s leaning to
the right. Our own bodies often “know” before our
minds, that we’re out of balance from the horse’s
leaning, and our body parts try to straighten
things out.
If you find your horse leaning in, use your reins and
legs to move him back under you, then release.
For example, if he’s leaning to the right, carry both
your hands to the left while applying your right
leg vigorously at or just behind the cinch. You’ll
probably find that you must reposition your horse
numerous times on the straight lines before he
begins to “savvy” the concept of staying straight.
Your corrections can go from mild to a bit more
assertive as the situation requires. At the far end
of assertiveness, you may need to overcorrect to
make your point.
Sandy Collier’s successful horse
show record is reflective of her
dedication, talent, and integrity
as a horse trainer. She was the
first and only woman horse
trainer to win the prestigious
NRCHA
World
Champion
Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011,
Sandy was inducted into The
Cowgirl Hall of Fame. Learn
more at SandyCollier.com.
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Minnesota Horse Expo gets
ready for April 22-24 Dates
The Minnesota State Fairgrounds opens to
the 34th annual Minnesota Horse Expo for
everyone who enjoy horses on Friday, April
22 through Sunday, April 24.
Some 750 vendor booth spaces packed with
gear, horse association info, trailers, riding,
showing and work apparel, equine supplies
and more for horse and owner will fill six Fair
buildings and flow outside to space along
Judson Avenue.
This year’s presenters include Guy McLean,
Australian horseman and entertainer with
his band of horses, Julie Goodnight, educator and host of Horse Master on RFD-TV,
Anita Howe, gaited horse trainer and author
of Freedom to Gait, Dale Myler, a leader in
bit design and bitting application, and Robert
Eversole, owner and operator of the largest
horse trail and horse camp guide in North
America.
Horses from upwards of fifty breeds are expected to be on display in the Horse Barn and

featured daily in the noon time narrated Parade of Breeds in the Coliseum. Friday and
Saturday afternoons provide longer demonstrations of each breed; with a review of
Stallions at Expo in the AgStar Arena each
day.
Cavallo Equestrian Arts returns with an exciting brand new production and new seating in the grand circus tent located near the
Dairy Building at Expo. The 90 minute show
is filled with feats of balance and beauty
featuring horses from many breeds and performers who have a long family history of
equine showmanship and acrobatic daring.
Tickets
are in addition to Expo tickets and can be
purchased online ahead of time or at Expo.
Performance times are Friday and Saturday
at 1pm and 5pm and Sunday at 1pm.
PRCA rodeo performances have long been a
favorite at the Minnesota Horse Expo with
sell out crowds. The three rodeo performances feature Barnes Rodeo stock, seven

rodeo events plus Rider Kiesner, who entertains with the Cowboy skills of trick roping,
gun spinning and whip cracking. Tickets for
the 7pm Friday and Saturday and 3pm Sunday afternoon rodeos are in addition to Expo
daily admission and can be purchased starting March 1 on the Minnesota Horse Expo
website.
The Minnesota Horse Council owns the Minnesota Horse Expo and uses profits from the
event to further their committee work for
the state’s horse industry. Daily Minnesota
Horse Expo Admission tickets are $11 for
ages 13-61; $7 for ages 6-12 and 62 plus.
Children 5 and under are Free. Parking is
free at Minnesota Horse Expo in State Fair
lots. Tickets for the Cavallo Equestrian Arts
big top performances and PRCA Rodeos are
in addition to daily Expo admission. For updated Horse Expo information and a link to
the Minnesota Horse Council site, visit www.
mnhorseexpo.org or call 877-462-8758.
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Finding
Reproductive Problems
by Michelle LeBlanc, DVM, Dipl. ACT

Most of us associated with breeding mares
and stallions can’t wait for the season to end
and don’t want to think of barren mares and
stallions until next year. However, the most
opportune time to identify causes of infertility
might be missed if you wait before performing
a breeding soundness exam. The most common mare reproductive problems are:
• Mares that do not cycle properly or at all.
• Mares that conceive and lose their
pregnancies after 45 days.
• Mares that either don’t conceive or lose
their pregnancies before 40 days.
Different tests are conducted for each of the
three problems. If your mare isn’t cycling
properly, the hormonal signals from the brain
are not getting to the ovaries, indicating that
the mare has an endocrine problem. In addition to a rectal and ultrasonographic examination of the reproductive tract, blood needs to
be drawn to measure hormones. If the cause
of the endocrine problem is a tumor, it can
be surgically removed. Most mares will cycle
back within six to eight months. Other causes,
such as Cushing’s disease (hyperactivity of
the adrenal cortex caused by a pituitary tumor that can’t be removed), administration of
anabolic steroids, stress due to pain (chronic
laminitis) or performance anxiety, and “cystic
follicles” due to old age are not as easy to
correct. Mares with the latter problems need
long-term management and frequent veterinary examinations. Mares in categories two
and three have normal endocrine function, but
have defects in their reproductive tracts.
Mares that conceive and abort after 45 days
usually have degenerative fibrotic changes to
the uterine glands. These changes interfere
with the glands’ ability to produce uterine
milk, the secretions that nourish the embryo
until the placenta attaches between 60 and
100 days. If the glands are not functioning
properly, the embryo starves. This abnormality is identified by uterine biopsy, but there is
no successful treatment. These mares usually
make good embryo transfer candidates.
The most common mare fertility problem is
uterine infection. Typically these mares have
clean uterine cultures in the spring, then have
bacteria isolated from their uteri after they
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have been bred three or four times. Two types
of mares fall into this category:
• Mares that have had three or four foals and
cannot clear their uteri of the inflammatory
by-products of breeding
• Maiden mares with tight cervixes
The older mare accumulates fluid because her
uterus is lower than her pelvis and the uterus
cannot drain, and/or she has perineal defects
resulting in self-contamination. Maiden mares
become infected because the cervix does not
open and drain properly after breeding. Mares
in this category need a complete breeding
soundness evaluation conducted when they
are in heat, including rectal and ultrasonographic examination of the reproductive tract,
vaginal examination, digital examination of
the cervix, uterine culture, and cytology. Some
of these mares might need reproductive surgery to correct perineal defects, urine pooling,
or cervical lacerations. These mares should
be re-cultured after treatment and a second
cytology exam needs to be collected before
they are given a clean bill of health.

Stallion Evaluation
For normal stallions, sperm numbers drop by
50 to 60 percent in the winter, and subfertile
stallions may have an even greater decrease.
This makes it difficult to properly identify what
semen production might be next spring. For a
new stallion entering stud service, it is important to conduct a breeding soundness examination before winter to determine the number
of mares he can cover the following spring and
to evaluate the longevity of his semen (if it is
to be shipped).
Before stallions enter stud service, a breeding
soundness examination should be performed.
The exam can usually be performed in one day
unless the horse has never mounted a mare.
In this case, the horse can be taught to mount
a phantom in a quiet environment so that he
learns good breeding manners. If a horse has
been used at stud, he should be rested sexually for a minimum of seven days before semen is collected.
The breeding evaluation includes examination
of the horse’s libido, his breeding technique,
and semen quality. The volume, concentration,

motility, and morphology of the semen are determined. If semen is to be shipped, it is added
to a number of extenders and the motility evaluated over 48 to 72 hours. Once the veterinarian has determined the best method to extend
and process the semen, the farm manager or
owner can be taught to correctly handle it. (A
common cause of mare infertility is poor semen handling.)

About AAEP:
The American Association
of Equine Practitioners,
headquartered in Lexington,
Ky., was founded in 1954 as
a non-profit organization
dedicated to the health
and welfare of the horse.
Currently, AAEP reaches
more than 5 million horse
owners through its over
9,000 members worldwide
and is actively involved
in ethics issues, practice
management, research and
continuing education in the
equine veterinary profession
and horse industry.
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Correct Correction
by Dick Pieper

Photos courtesy of Ross Hecox

you can, until he finally
moves away. The instant he moves away,
your spurring has to
cease. If you don’t stop
the pressure when the
horse responds, it is
too much punishment.

Your horse responds poorly to cues for one of three reasons—a lack of
understanding, the lack of consistency, or disobedience.
Remember: The severity of a correction
must be in proportion to the severity of the
offense. You must learn to read a wrong
response accurately to correct it properly.
There are three kinds of wrong responses.
• The horse just draws a blank and doesn’t
understand what you want him to do. In this
case, you just continue the cue or repeat the
cue.
• The horse knows what you want him to do,
but the response that you have gotten from
him has not yet become consistent. In this
case, you just reinforce the cue with a stronger leg or stronger hand or more exaggerated motion.
• The horse responds with blatant disobedience. If this is the case, you enforce the cue
with as much pressure as it takes to get a
response, but always make sure that as soon
as a clear, correct response is given, you
give a release from pressure. When the horse
is blatantly disobeying, it is okay if you have
to brace and pull with both hands as long as
you still release immediately when he gives
the response.
Too much punishment can be defined as using force, pressure or a severe reprimand
after you have gained the correct response.
That might happen this way: You ask the
horse to move his body with your leg. No response. You continue to ask. This time he still
doesn’t move away from your leg but actually
leans into you. Then you really ask with a lot
of pressure and he just leans into you again.
Now, your next move is to keep exerting the
pressure, gradually engaging the spur and
putting on as much pressure, steadily, as
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Nor does riding have a
place for emotion in the
process of interacting
or carrying on this conversation with a horse.
It makes no more sense
to get angry at a horse
than it does to get irritated at a rock.

There’s also no place
for excessive personification. Horses do not have the range of emotions that humans have.
You never want to punish the horse out of
anger, but don’t be afraid to correct a horse.
Because he learns that an attitude of obedience and acceptance can
allow him to get along, you
save him from abuse later
because he has learned the
limits early.
Conversely, the more the
horse is forced, the more his
natural reactions, as far as
fear and flight go, overcome
the conditioned responses
that you’re trying to instill.
When that happens, he’s no
longer able to react with confidence. All he can do is to
try, as quickly as possible, to
avoid or stop the pain. A lot
of training is done by force,
using equipment or rider
strength to muscle a horse
into the desired behavior.

Forcing a horse to work doesn’t teach a conditioned response —it instills an attitude of
avoidance.
That skill of avoiding pain builds and grows
just like the attitude of acceptance or cooperation in the other scenario. Like the horse
that begins to respond more and more quickly to a cue, this horse learns how to better
avoid the pain.
Eventually the horse that’s trained through
force becomes so good at avoidance that he
can avoid 95 percent of what you’re trying
to do.
For example: The horse that has been taught
to turn around, back up and change leads
to avoid pain and force eventually becomes
so good at avoidance that he avoids walking through the gate in the first place. Or
he reverts to that natural flight instinct and
“runs off” on a loose rein when he gets into
the pen. The jumper does a U-turn before the
jump; the rope horse refuses to go into the
box; the Western pleasure horse begins to
anticipate commands; and so on.

After you determine why your horse has given a wrong response
and make an effective correction, your horse s next effort can be
far better than his initial response.

Dick Pieper is internationally recognized as a horseman’s horseman and
this iconic individual has influenced and developed the careers of riders
and trainers for decades. After fifty plus years in the horse industry, his
name has come to stand for a special brand of arena excellence that never
compromised the welfare of the horse.
For more information go to dickpieper.com
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ACTHA Announces the
Great American Trail Horse Festival
Comes to South Carolina

Hearing the pleas of trail riders to bring The Great American Trail
Horse Festival to the southeast, The American Competitive Trail
Horse Association (ACTHA) has announced the next Festival will take
place March 25-27, 2016 at T. Ed Garrison Arena at Clemson University, South Carolina.
The overwhelming success of the first Great American Trail Horse
Festival that took place in Mora, Missouri in November has propelled
ACTHA into the planning and holding a number of Festivals throughout the U.S., allowing for riders in different regions of the country to
attend.
While ACTHA will host the event they warmly welcome all breeds,
disciplines and organizations as they celebrate the American Trail
Horse and all things Trail Horse related. The Festival will include 3
competitive trail challenges and 3 arena obstacle challenges, both
with exciting ribbons and prizes. The ever popular free clinics with
renowned clinicians will also be available to the first 50 people who
register for the event throughout the weekend. Clinicians will also
be available for private lessons during the event, giving many an opportunity they would not otherwise have.
ACTHA President Robin Tilghman stated, “We are honored to host the
Festival at Clemson University. The facility boasts 2 indoor arenas,
2 outdoor arena, over 300 stalls, room for RV camping and miles of
beautiful trails located adjacent to the arenas on the Fant’s Grove
Trails. For those not wishing to camp, there are a number of hotels
located within 5 miles of the University.”
Sponsor packages are available as well as limited vendor space.
For more information on becoming a sponsor or vendor at the Great
American Trail Horse Festival please contact Stephanie Rivers at
stephanie@actha.us
For general information and to register for the Great American Trail
Horse Festival please visit www.actha.us/festival. Questions contact Natalie Revels at 877-992-2892 or by email at support@actha.
us.
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OUR MISSION:
The American Competitive Trail Horse Association’s mission, duty and
purpose is to address, educate, coordinate, and provide aid and relief
to unwanted, unused, abandoned and abused equines on a national
level. ACTHA’s mission to provide a venue for the trail rider to participate in the sport of competitive trail riding, focuses on educating
participants on all aspects of the equine, care, training, as well as the
importance of being a good steward of our natural resources (land,
water, and the animals entrusted in our care). To create an enjoyable
venue to showcase the wonderful attributes of the great American
trail horse and granting the recognition they so richly deserve. Leading by example, ACTHA donates 20% of its member rider proceeds
from each event to registered 501(c)3 organizations (usually equine
charities providing care for horses in need), and provides a vehicle
for organizations to raise funds to support their cause. Our mission
focuses on creating and enabling humane treatment and employment
options for every able bodied equine, reducing the burden on local,
state, and federal programs to support the ever growing problem of
unwanted, unused, abandoned, and abused equines. To further our
mission, ACTHA will create and maintain a registry open to all breeds
and a point designation system which will stay with each horse for its
lifetime, thereby adding to their value and distinction.
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Equine Law
by Julie Fershtman

CAN THE GOVERNMENT BE
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR
A BREEDING FARM’S CEM
OUTBREAK?
A few years ago, some valuable breeding stallions contracted Contagious Equine Metritis
(“CEM”), an equine venereal disease, while
boarded at a breeding farm in Kentucky. The stallion owners sued the breeding farm, alleging that
it was negligent in allowing the CEM to spread to
their stallions from an incoming stallion, who had
been brought to the farm from a Wisconsin quarantine facility where it contracted the CEM. [CEM
is regulated by the United States Department of
Agriculture (“USDA”), in part through its importation guidelines for horses that arrive from foreign
countries and are quarantined. These guidelines
also prohibit horses with CEM from being imported into the United States.]
As part of its defense of the stallion owners’
lawsuit, the breeding farm attempted to add
the Federal Government into the case through
a Third-Party Complaint, claiming that the USDA
had a legal duty to use reasonable care in quarantining, testing, and examining imported horses
(such as the stallion who brought CEM to the
Wisconsin quarantine facility and caused it to
spread to the stallion who would later move to
Kentucky). The breeding farm also asserted that
the USDA breached a legal duty to warn owners
of outbreaks.

Unfortunately for the farm, the USDA’s defense
of sovereign immunity prevented liability against
it. The Federal Government enjoys sovereign immunity, which prevents litigation against it from
succeeding, except in limited situations. In this
case, the court held, none of the exceptions permitted the case to succeed. The breeding farm
then sought to amend its Third-Party Complaint
to allege that the USDA was liable because its
officials were required to prevent the outbreak.
But the Court dismissed that, as well, finding that
USDA regulations imposed no such duty.
Accordingly, the breeding farm’s case against the
Federal Government was dismissed.
Please keep in mind that all cases are different;
whether or not the government can be liable for
injury to horses depends on the facts and, of
course, the law. Discuss your situation with a
knowledgeable lawyer.
This article does not constitute legal advice.
When questions arise based on specific situations, direct them to a knowledgeable attorney.

Julie Fershtman is a Shareholder, Farmington Hills Law
Offices, T: 248.785.4731
Julie is considered to be one of
the nation’s leading attorneys
in the field of equine law. A
frequent author and speaker
on legal issues, she has written
over 200 published articles,
three books, and has lectured
at seminars, conventions, and
conferences in 28 states on
issues involving law, liability, risk management, and
insurance. For more information, please also visit www.
fershtmanlaw.com and www.
equinelaw.net, and www.
equinelaw.info

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net
Phone: 605-578-1142
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1.866.643.1010 ClearSpan.com/ADPHD

WE MANUFACTURE • WE INSTALL
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
ride, train and board year-round

Fabric Structures
Natural Light & Low Cost Per Sq Ft

GET

Hybrid Buildings
Benefits of Metal & Fabric Buildings

Foundation Solutions
Build Anywhere & Quick Construction

0% FINANCING FOR 84 MONTHS OR GET A BIG CASH DISCOUNT
* restrictions

apply

*
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2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!

•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640 • tod@wwt.net
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
Affordable website design & hosting.
Three page website special $125.
Classifieds, Country Kitchen, featured stallion & more!
www.stallionstation.com
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